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...the burn scar... covers... the... some memories... fade... afraid... leads to... The smell of rot... stuffed with... cloud... painted bright... and... in... America... until the bright day... emerges... is... the palace of justice... our... rightful place... Let us not seek... freedom... from the cup of bitterness and hatred. We... block... bound by a common... desperation... each... indiscriminate... and... People told... the... sun... that came and... went...

"I Have a Dream"

Martin Luther King, Jr.
28 August 1963

...will not... freedom... is... but a beginning. And those... will... be content... in... whirlwinds of revolt... until... We... We must... allow... soul force... which has engulfed... all... our... brothers, as... come to realize... their... destiny... is... our... destiny. And... freedom... imextricably bound to our freedom... We... cannot walk alone... We cannot turn back...